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Abstract
Socio-philosophical addressing of the biopolitical issues in the context of digitalization is determined by
the necessity to study the reasons, consequences, and mechanisms of ongoing changes in the sociocultural
and political spheres. Digitalization significantly changes the relationship between power and society, the
hierarchy of social institutions, and the ways of power influence. The purpose of this research is to study
the institutional cross-section of society in the context of biopolitics and the functioning of formal and
informal institutions in the era of the dominance of bio- and information technologies. The study examined
the issues related to changes in power priorities in the context of the transformation of social hierarchies,
as well as the growing role of science and technology in the processes of social management. The article
reveals that today, science and technology serve as the foundation for changes in the structure and as the
main value reference of modern society. It is the inextricable link between science and technology that
makes possible the biopolitical transformation of traditional management methods. The change in the
principles of building social ties under the influence of various, first of all, information and communication
technologies, forms a new type of sociality - network society, in which the principles and rules for
organizing vertical and horizontal ties between individuals, social groups, and institutions are changing
significantly. The implementation of the control impact in such society is carried out through the
widespread penetration of power relations into all levels of social interaction.
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1.

Introduction
The digitalization of almost all areas and spheres of society life radically changes the priorities of

power at all its levels. In the absence of a monopoly on information and censorship that has become
practically impossible in the global world, with a high density of social communication, the authorities
strive to find and implement basic forms and methods of influencing the sociocultural space that maximize
the range and depth of managing human behavior.
However, the relatively high level of development of education in developed countries, the ability
to access information around the world, and other transformations of modern society associated with the
phenomenon of digitalization make it almost impossible to use traditional methods of management and
control.
The classical forms of political relations give way to other forms of power representation, which
entails changes in the institutional structure and hierarchy of society. Modern biopolitical scenarios are a
“bright” soft power variety “that does not imply direct control and exploitation, but acts indirectly: for
example, through artificial constructing and imposing new needs, promoting new types of goods and
services. Despite its “softness”, biopower does not cease to be power, since the asymmetry between its
subjects and objects remains” (Zhelnin, 2019, p. 320). “Biopower works in such a way that an object,
subject to power influence, simply ceases to feel any pressure, realizing what is happening as something
inherent” (Alasania, 2018, p. 75).

2.

Problem Statement
The modern digital society is an environment dominated by IT and biotechnology. They are

becoming the leading tools for forming new and reforming existing sociocultural spaces, building other
configurations of formal and informal social institutions, which are often impossible in the context of
traditional political relations.
Biotechnologies are “biomedical technologies, which include classical methods of treatment
(including psychoanalysis), its newest forms - gene diagnostics and gene therapy, cloning, transplantology,
in vitro fertilization, surrogacy in psychopharmacology, as well as control practices of bodily and mental
functions based on the medical folklore of mass consciousness” (Tishchenko, 2001, p. 4).
The era of biotechnology would not have been possible without another important component of
progress: information technology. The highest computing power of modern computers, united in local and
global networks, makes it possible to operate with large amounts of data, to exchange information between
subscribers in the shortest possible time, to build and maintain high-tech production chains, etc. It is
important to stress that “the processes of production informatization, digitalization, and technicalization
and the processes of social practices technologization are always superimposed on the processes of
penetration and saturation of technologies with scientific achievements. Through innovative technologies
based on scientific achievements, science actively forms the image, as well as the structural and functional
basis of the modern postindustrial society” (Pelevin, 2020, p. 104).
The latest scientific achievements in the field of biology and IT have become the reference point for
the authorities in the era of high technology: it is on this “scientific basis” that the production and
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consumption management processes are built; control over social processes and the activities of individuals
is carried out.

3.

Research Questions
The major research questions are as follows:
3.1. How are social hierarchies being built in the context of reformatting political relations?
3.2. What transformations are the hierarchies of social institutions undergoing in the era of

development of biotechnology and neural networks?
3.3. How does the new model of political relations affect the emergence of social institutions, their
functioning, and the principles of coordination?

4.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose is to study the institutional cross-section of society in the context of biopolitics and to

assess the functioning of formal and informal institutions in the era of the dominance of bio- and
information technologies.
4.1. Analyze the conditions for the formation of a new socio-cultural environment, within which the
transformation of political power and the construction of new social hierarchies take place.
4.2. Find out the reasons and mechanisms of social hierarchies transformations in the context of
widespread informatization, digitalization, and technization of society.
4.3. Determine how the new political model forms new social hierarchies and determines the
principles of their functioning and coordination.

5.

Research Methods
5.1. This study is based on the concepts of biopolitics and biopower formulated in the philosophical

concept of Foucault (2011), his numerous followers and interpreters Agamben (2011), Hardt and Negri
(2004), Butler (1993), Esposito (2008) and others. Various aspects of this problem are considered in the
articles by Prozorov (2007), Samovolnova (2017), Rodin (2017), Parchev (2018), Zhelnin (2018, 2019),
Nikolai (2019), Kaplun (2019), Skopin (2019), and others.
5.2. An interdisciplinary approach is also used, which combines the methodological principles of
biology, psychology, ethology, and other social and natural sciences. This approach allows forming a
holistic view of human behavior, determined by both natural and social factors (Gobrusenko, 2014; Sivkov,
2018).

6.

Findings
6.1. At present, social, including power, transformations are carried out in regards to the latest

achievements of science, thus, a special attention should be paid to considering this institution as one of the
fundamental management tools. Already in 1930-1940s, there was a substantial interest in the management
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potential of such sciences as systems theory and cybernetics, because “from the cybernetic point of view,
the world appears as a multidimensional set of complex dynamical systems” (Kobylin, 2019, p. 274). The
study of such systems makes it possible not only to predict their activities, thereby exerting a preventive
effect, but also to actively intervene in the complex connections and relationships built within them,
carrying out their necessary adjustment, and programming the required result in advance. One of the
features of the contemporary development of science as a social institution and a sphere of human activity
is its reliance on high technologies and close ties with production. It is the inextricable link between science
and technology that makes possible the existence of such effective methods of managing activities, built on
a scientific basis. However, “modern, high-tech production, which in its time had come from science, now
completely subjugated and eventually “decomposed” it. Technologies that gained independence have lost
their human dimension. Starting to develop according to their own autonomous laws, technologies
endangered the very existence of nature and man” (Kobylin, 2019, p. 279).
The absence of human dimension in technology, primarily in those industries where the loss of
control poses the greatest threat (from nuclear power to genetic engineering), makes us look at security
problems differently. Thus, “the tragedy of 2011 (Fukushima, Japan) sharply undermined public confidence
not only in nuclear technology, but also, in a broader sense, in science and technology, however, many
people continue to pin high hopes on science, expecting that only scientific methods are able to cover
multiple and varied facts of reality and to reconcile the conflicting interests of the actors” (Pyastolov, 2016,
p. 140). The safety requirement is especially acute in situations of hardly predictable behavior of certain
systems, as well as in situations of a high degree of uncertainty in their behavior. A paradoxical situation
appears: on the one hand, uncertainty is an integral property of natural and social systems (see, for example,
Karabanov, 2017; Mikhina, 2018; Sokolova, 2018), which must be taken into account when interacting
with them; on the other hand, the main task of both scientific management and power influence is the
minimization of uncertainty and the requirement to achieve maximum predictability of the system’s
behavior.
6.2. Managing risk and minimizing uncertainty in a biopolitical context means constructing a social
reality that meets the requirements for predictable behavior control. In other words, it is necessary to
recombine social relations, the control effect on which would be as imperceptible as possible for their
participants, or not at all considered as a control effect. The following statement reveals the concept of
biopower in the best way: “Biopower is invisible and therefore effective” (Alasania, 2018, p. 74). The
implementation of the managerial (in this context also controlling) influence becomes more imperceptible
and more effective if it receives larger institutional coverage. Evidently, social institutions, both formal
(official) and informal (unofficial), perform the functions of consolidating and reproducing social relations;
within their framework, they also regulate the behavior of social relations participants. Social institutions
always depending on the degree of their social significance or the degree of influence on an individual,
form certain hierarchies, which is true for both formal and informal institutions. The change in the principles
of building social ties under the influence of various, first of all, information and communication
technologies, forms a new type of society – a network society, in which the principles and rules for
organizing vertical and horizontal ties between individuals, social groups, and institutions are significantly
changing. Networking fundamentally changes a person’s attitude to the world, relationships between people
803
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both within the framework of one social group and in the practices of intergroup interaction. Relations
within the framework of the ‘individual-institution’ system are also being transformed: the once dominant
vertical ties are increasingly fading into the background, giving way to horizontal ties that are mostly
informal. Lysak (2018) notes that the world seems to have returned to the “traditional “rural” way of life,
where everyone knows about everyone, where there is nothing intimate and secret” (p. 77). In a network
society, there is a gradual reduction in the number, or even a complete disappearance of intermediaries
between the producer and the consumer, the citizen and the state due to the introduction of various
information services and Internet applications. On the one hand, it makes the life of an individual much
easier; on the other hand, it creates a previously unthinkable field of control and space for the widespread
implementation of “soft” control actions.
6.3. In such conditions, it is no longer possible to talk about directive management, the power of
order, etc. Undoubtedly, the state power and other official institutions exercising the governing influence
have not gone anywhere; even more so, they have not lost their former power. However, informal
institutions, often even inconceivable as traditional carriers of power, have a great influence on the behavior
of individuals and groups. For example, medicine today has a truly colossal control effect. By all means,
medicine can hardly be called an informal institution, but it is not an institution of power to the full extent.
Zhelnin (2019) states the tendency of social space medicalization, arguing that “increasing number of
problems is being considered in the field of medicine” (p. 323). Indeed, medicine permeates literally the
entire existence and activity of humanity: from birth (and even earlier) (Kapoor, 2018; Sakevich et al.,
2016) to death (and even after) (Skopin, 2019). Medicine is closely related to pharmaceutical companies,
research laboratories, insurance, the public health system, private business, etc. – this is the main power of
its governing influence. As a social technology, medicine is connected, on the one hand, with Big Data and
IT (Sharon, 2018); on the other hand, it relies on the latest advances in biology, primarily bioengineering.
The engineering approach in medicine is becoming dominant: if experiments on a human and human DNA
are still under formal ban in most developed countries, the creation of other genetically modified organisms
with given properties, for example, in agriculture, has already become common practice. The use of big
data allows collecting and processing a considerable amount of information: genetic, clinical, and life data
of hundreds of millions of people. On the one hand, it opens up a lot of opportunities for early diagnosing
and overcoming many, including hereditary, diseases as another step towards personalized medicine; on
the other hand, it creates unprecedented management potential, in comparison with which the manipulative
effect of modern mass media seems like a child’s fun.
One more fundamental point cannot be ignored: power relations have penetrated into the relationship
between a human and technology. First of all, we mean the dependence of everyday human life on modern
gadgets. A person today is simply forced to rely almost everywhere on technology, first of all, on
electronics, which controls, in the literal sense of the word, every step (we are talking about navigators,
fitness trackers, planners, etc.). If earlier technology was an auxiliary tool, now it has turned into the
environment of human existence; nowadays, it is almost impossible to imagine human life without
technology. Moreover, the so-called “smart technology” is rapidly developing, based on artificial
intelligence that surpasses human intelligence in many ways. Thus, the power subordination of artificial
intelligence capabilities opens up unlimited possibilities in the field of management.
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7.

Conclusion
The next stage of the information revolution, often referred to as digital, has significantly changed

the face of modern society, radically transforming many of its spheres and institutions. The economy,
politics, law, science and technology, education and culture, communication, and everyday life have
undergone a radical transformation. In the context of the changes considered, the tasks of political
governance have also changed: the most important task of the authorities is to change the very essence of
a person, and the change should be regular and permanent. Modern biotechnologies, primarily genetic ones,
combined with progress in the IT field, already allow this task to be partially performed. Institutional
transformations, in which informal institutions and horizontal ties come to the fore, are actively pushing
official institutions with their vertical ties aside; they form a new type of power where the power relations
dissolve, penetrating all levels of social interaction, including human-technology relationship which was
not previously observed.
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